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A continuous expansion f(x) = Jz &(x) h(l) dl is established for functions or 
distributions supported on a sufficiently small set K in the sphere s”, valid in a 
neighborhood Q of K, where f;(x) are eigenfunctions ofthe Laplacian on Q with 
eigenvalue ((n- 1)/2)2-12. The function h(l) and the operators .9’ that give f; 
from fare given by explicit formulas. When n is odd, the function f&x) can be uni- 
quely characterized by analyticity and growth conditions in I of Paley-Wiener type. 
The expansion is applied to study functions of the Laplacian and operators that 
commute with the Laplacian. c 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let s” denote the usual n-dimensional sphere. Let f be a function (or, 
more generally, a distribution) with support in a compact set K that is 
small in the sense that no pair of antipodal points can both belong to K. 
The set R consisting of the complement of the antipodal points of K is an 
open neighborhood of K. We will establish a continuous expansion of the 
form 
f (xl= jam f>(x) h(l) d2 (1.1) 
valid in Sz, where f;(x) are eigenfunctions of the Laplacian (the Laplacee 
Beltrami operator on Sn) on Q with eigenvalues ((n - 1)/2)* - 1’. That such 
an expansion should exist flies in the face of the conventional wisdom that 
harmonic analysis on the sphere is a discrete affair involving only spherical 
harmonics. However, it appears plausible if we consider the trivial case 
n = 1. A function f(cos 8, sin 0) on the circle with support, say, C---n + E, 
n-s] can be regarded as a function (p(8) =f(cos 8, sin 0) on the line with 
the same support. Then the Fourier inversion formula on the line for cp 
gives an expansion off of the above sort. In the case of n 2 2 there does 
not appear to be any analogue of the line covering the circle. 
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The components fA in the expansion are given by certain atural “projec- 
tion” operators 
fi.(X) = %fb) = .F, cpi(4-T Y))f(.Y) 45 (1.2) 
where d(x, y) denotes the distance on the sphere and ‘pA are certain 
explicitly given zonal functions. We have to put quotation marks around 
the word “projection” because the identity 9: = PA is meaningless. The 
functions cpj. have a singularity atd(x, y) = rc (i.e., atantipodal points), but 
are otherwise smooth and satisfy 
for non-antipodal points, and this condition determines ‘pi up to a con- 
stant multiple (a convenient normalization is qn(0) = 1). We will obtain 
explicit expressions for cpj.. When n is odd, 
for (T = (n - 1)/2, while for n even cpn(t) can be expressed in terms of 
Legendre functions. For the discrete values A = rr + k, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . the 
functions q,(t) are just multiples of the zonal spherical harmonics of degree 
k, and the Yj, are multiples of projections onto the space Xk of spherical 
harmonics. We have also an integral representation 
1 
cp,(d(x, Y)) = - s 
(x.z+i~.u)~“-” (y.z+iy~u)p”+“du (1.4) 
w ,I ~1 21 
valid for x and y in the hemisphere {x : x z > O}. For I = 0 + k this result 
is due to Sherman [S], and in some ways our expansion can be thought of 
as a further development of ideas in that paper. 
Not only are the formulas simpler when n is odd, but the results are bet- 
ter. We are able to prove a uniqueness result-if A(x) is an eigenfunction 
for each fixed ,I and is an entire function in I for each fixed x with 
appropriate growth conditions, then f = S fA(x) h(A) dA will have support in 
an appropriate set K and fn = YAf: This result is related to Huyghens’ prin- 
ciple, and appears to be false in even dimensions. The “Plancherel 
measure” h(A) d;l is not unique in either case, although the explicit choices 
we give seem to be the simplest possible (when n is odd, 
h(A) = c, n;=:, (A2 - k2)). 
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The basic properties of the zonal functions cpz and the projections PA are 
established in Section 2, and the inversion formula and uniqueness (for n 
odd) are established in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to questions of 
irreducibility of the spaces of eigenfunctions of the Laplacian on a domain 
Q as representations of the Lie algebra so(n + 1) of the isometry group of 
the sphere. These results are not needed for establishing the expansion 
theorem, but seem very natural in this context. Applications of the expan- 
sion to operators are given in Section 5. We give characterizations of
operators which are functions of the Laplacian and operators which com- 
mute with the Laplacian, at least in odd dimensions where our uniqueness 
results hold. We also suggest how to define a calculus of pseudo-differential 
operators using our expansion in analogy with the calculus of Zelditch [Z] 
on the hyperbolic plane. 
It remains to be seen whether or not our expansion is useful in solving 
problems that could not be solved using the usual spherical harmonic 
expansions. But in any case, it certainly seems appropriate to motivate the 
expansion by the strong analogy it bears to the Fourier inversion formula 
in hyperbolic space. Undoubtedly there are also analogous expansions for 
all the compact symmetric spaces. 
From a broader perspective, this work can be seen as part of a program 
to reformulate the notion of harmonic analysis to mean expansions in 
eigenfunctions of Laplacians, in whatever context Laplacians arise. These 
ideas will be taken up in a forthcoming paper, “Harmonic Analysis as 
Spectral Theory of Laplacians.” The author is grateful to the referee for 
pointing out the connections of our formulas with special functions, and for 
Ref. [Y]. 
Notation. We write o = ((n - 1)/2), and A and p are quantities always 
related by p= a* --A*. Lebesgue measure on the sphere is the natural 
measure induced by the embedding S” c IX”+ ‘, and o, = 27cb+ ‘/T(a + 1) 
denotes the total measure of the sphere. 
2. LOCAL PROJECTIONS AND ZONAL FUNCTIONS 
Let s” denote the sphere xi + xf + ... + xi = 1 in [w” +’ for arbitrary 
n > 2. The rotations group SO(n + 1) acts naturally on s” as does its Lie 
algebra so(n + 1 ), and the operators Ljk = x,(d/dx,) - x,(i3/axj) for j < k 
form a basis for the Lie algebra action. The Laplacian A on S-l is equal 
to the sum of the squares of the Ljk. We obtain many interesting represen- 
tations of so(n + 1) (most of which do not exponentiate to representations 
of SO(n + 1)) by allowing Lik to act on various spaces of distributions. If K
denotes any compact subset of S” let 6’(K) denote the space of dis- 
tributions with support in K. If Q denotes any connected open subset of S” 
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and p E @ let E,(Q) denotes the space of eigenfunctions of d on $2 with 
eigenvalue p = o*- A*. Because d is elliptic, the eigenfunctions are 
automatically real-analytic functions. Both 6’(K) and E,(Q) are preserved 
under the action of so(n + 1) and hence may be regarded as representation 
spaces for this Lie algebra. The local projection operators we study are 
intertwining operators Pj,: a’(K) + E,(Q), and the kernels of Pi, written as 
integral operators, will be the local zonal functions. 
If Kr 52 and the antipodal points of K do not belong to a (Xg K implies 
--x $ Sz) we say K and D are properly positioned. In that case we will show 
that such intertwining operators ,c+ exist, and in many cases are unique, up 
to a constant multiple. Informally, this result suggests that E,(Q) is 
irreducible and occurs with multiplicity one in b’(K), but this is not always 
the case. We will discuss irreducibility in Section 4. 
For each point y E s” let G,, denote the subgroup (isomorphic to SO(n)) 
of SO(n + 1) of rotations fixing y, and let yV denote the corresponding 
subalgebra of so(n + 1). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let Q be a connected open set in S” containing y but not 
-y. Then the subspace qf E,(Q) of functions annihilated by yv is exactly 
one-dimensional. 
Proqf Assume first a = s” - { y }. Then Lf = 0 for all L E 4 exponen- 
tiates to f(Rx)=f(x) for all RE G, which implies f(x) = cp(d(x, y)) for 
some function cp. In terms of geodesic normal coordinates (spherical coor- 
dinates) centered at y, the eigenfunction equation becomes q”(r) + (n - 1) 
cot rep’(r) = pep(r). This is an ordinary differential equation with regular 
singular point at r = 0, and the roots of the indical equation at r = 0 are 0 
and 2 -n. Thus there is exactly a one-dimensional space of solutions 
smooth at r = 0, and the solution exists up to the next singularity of cot r, 
namely r = n. 
This proves existence for all 52, and uniqueness follows from the fact that 
functions in E,,(Q) are real-analytic and Sz is connected by applying the 
above argument to a geodesic ball about y contained in Sz. Q.E.D. 
It follows immediately that for each p E @ there exists a unique function 
cp: [0, rr) + @ such that q(O)= 1 and cp(d(x, y))E EJS”- ’ - {y}) for each 
y E S”. We denote this function by qr. We can use cpJd(x, y)) as the kernel 
of an integral operator 
%,f(x) =j” cp,(d(x, Y))f(y) & 
K 
$:.: cY( K) + E,(Q) 
for any K and Sz properly positioned. It clearly intertwines the actions of 
so(n) and is continuous in the weak topology of 8(K) and the topology of 
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uniform convergence on compact sets of E,(Q). Conversely, if K is connec- 
ted and equal to the closure of its interior, then any other intertwining 
operator 
S,,: 6’(K) --+ E,(Q) 
must be a multiple of 6FA. To see this consider .Y>~S, for y E K. By the 
intertwining property this is an element of E,(Q) annihilated by 4, hence 
.P,jS,Y = c(v) rp,(d(x, y)) by the lemma. The intertwining property implies 
Lc(y) = 0 for every L E so(n + l), hence c(y) is constant, say c. (See the 
proof of Theorem 4.3 for the details of this argument.) Then 9’;. and cPj, 
agree on finite discrete measures, and these are dense in b’(K). 
It turns out that we can compute the zonal functions cp,(d(x, y)) 
explicitly. Taking y = (1, 0, . . . 0), it is easy to see that 
(where x’ denotes (xi, . . . . x,)) for x,>O. Indeed the condition x,>O 
guarantees that the integrand is well-defined and continuous, the nor- 
malization gives q,(O) = 1, the invariance under G,, implies the 
annihilization by $!$, and the eigenfunction equation follows from the 
familiar polar coordmates formula for the Euclidean Laplacian and the fact 
that (x0 + ix’. U) to any power is harmonic. Thus (2.1) follows from the 
uniqueness part of the lemma. But in spherical coordinates (2.1) sim- 
plifies to 
cp,df) = cn 5 n (cost+isint cosB))“+’ (sin0)“-2d0 0 
with the constant c,, = o, _ Jo, _, = a- “‘r(n/2)/T(a). We can express 
vi(t) in terms of the hypergeometric function F(c - 1, c + 2; 0 + 4; 
$( 1 - cos t)), or more directly use the recursion relation 
i a x 
- - 
sin t af 5 (cos t + i sin t cos 0)O (sin f3)m dtl o 
=a s ^( cost+isintcos8)“P’ 0 i co~i~ctos “> (sin ey de 
= --a 
s 
R (cos t + i sin t cos e)O- ’ (sin e)m+2 d0 
0 . II +3- sin t s (cos t + i sin r cos ey cos &sin e)m dtl o 
=-u(l+--$)J; (cos t + i sin t cos ey- l (sin e)m+ * de 
X30/77/2-12 
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to reduce the calculation to the cases n = 3 (n odd) and n = 2 (n even). The 
result is 
cpl(t)=Y, JJ (J2-k2) 
i 
:;I 1 I-’ (2 ;>” cask (2.2) 
when n is odd, where 
and 
y, = (n - 2)(n - 4). . . 1 
q;(f)=yn[;fr (i2-(k+;)2)]-‘(;;)-“2 Pi-,,,(cost),(2.3) 
when n is even, where P,_ 1,2 denotes the Legendre function and 
~,=(n--2)(n-4)...2. (When A.= +k, k=O, l,..., (a-l) for n odd, or 
A = f(k + t), k =O, 1, . . . ~7 - 5 for n even, these expressions must be 
regularized by taking limits as A + kk. For example, q,,(t) = f/sin t for 
n = 3.) Of course the identical calculation (with t imaginary) occurs in the 
case of hyperbolic space (see, e.g., Takahashi [T, p. 3251). Notice that 
although a priori the expressions (2.2) and (2.3) are valid only for 
0~ t < 71/2, in fact they are valid for 06 t < n because both sides are 
analytic functions. The use of hypergeometric functions would reduce (2.2) 
and (2.3) to known identities [E, Vol. 2, p. 1761. 
THEOREM 2.2. The zonal functions are expressible by ( 1.4) for x and y in 
the hemisphere x ’ z > 0. 
Proof: Without loss of generality take z = (1, 0, . . . . 0). We have seen 
that (1.4) holds for the point y = (1, 0, . . . . 0), so it suffices toshow that the 
right side of (1.4) is a function of d(x, y). There does not appear to be any 
direct way of verifying this by a change of variable, as there is in the 
analogous situation in hyperbolic space. Instead, we take the hyperbolic 
result and analytically continue it to get the elliptic result. 
Now in spherical coordinates, the result we are trying to establish can be 
written 
s (cost+isintu.v)-“+” (coss+isinsu.w))“-Adu s”-L 
= function(cos fcos s + sin t sin s u. w) (2.4) 
for any unit vectors o and w and 0 <s, t < n/2. On the other hand, the 
analogous statement in hyperbolic space is 
s (cash t-tsinh t u.u)- “+‘(coshs+sinhsu.w))“-‘du s”-’ 
= function(cosh r cash s - sinh r sinh s u w) P-5) 
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for unit vectors v and w and real s and t. Now (2.5) is well known and can 
be established by a change of variable. Since it is an identity involving 
analytic functions of s and t, it continues to remain valid in the strip 
0 < Im(s), Im(t) < n/2 and yields (2.4) on the imaginary axis. Q.E.D. 
Remarks. (1) An alternative proof can be given using the methods of 
Yang [Y]. 
(2) The explicit formula (2.2) or (2.3) for cp,(d(x, y)) enables us to 
understand the singularity at the antipodal point x = -y. In fact this 
singularity is on the order of (n - d(x, y))‘-” for n 2 3 (log(n - d(x, y)) for 
rz = 2) so cp,(d(x, y)) is integrable in x for fixed y, and as a distribution on 
S” satisfies 
~,cpA4x~ Y)) = wi.t4xy Y)) + a(n) S-,Jx) (2.6) 
for suitable constant a(A). Of course a(A) vanishes exactly when 
ll=a+k, k=O, 1,2 ,..., the values that correspond to zonal spherical 
harmonics. The easiest way to evaluate a(A) is to evaluate the distributions 
(2.6) on the constant test function, which gives 
4) = -P Jsnm, cp,(dtx, Y))dx = -w, - 1 p jf cpi(t)(sin f)‘-’ dt 
in spherical coordinates. When n is odd (an analogous but more com- 
plicated computation can be carried out in the even case) we substitute 
(2.2) and integrate by parts to obtain 
But we have 
a 1 ( > n -- atsin t(sin t)“- ’ = y, cos at, (2.7) 
which is the Rodriguez formula for the Tchebychev polynomial of degree g 
after a change of variables, so 
44 = -kl~~i ;fj; (A’ - k’)) --I ’ cos At cos at dl 
0 
=(-l)~+lw,_lYf (2.8) 
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To prove (2.7) notice that the left side is an even trigonometric polynomial 
of degree 0, and 
Jon ((E -&-)” (sin t)“- ‘) cos kt dt 
= 
s 
on (sin t)” ’ (2 i)O cos kt dt 
and an easy induction argument shows (-(l/sin t)(d/LYt))“ cos kt = 0 for 
k < Q. This establishes (2.7) except for the constant yn, which is obtained by 
evaluating at t = 0. 
(3) The formula (1.4) shows that the functions $, f are representable 
by expressions of the form 
s .~~m, (x,+ix’.u)--“+‘+(u)du (2.9) 
for suitable functions + on S”-‘. It is therefore natural to ask which 
functions in E,(Q) can be represented in the form (2.9). Note that functions 
of the form (2.9) are automatically in E,(Q) for 52 = {x : x0 > 0}, the open 
hemi-sphere, even if Ic/ is only assumed to be a distribution. Itturns out 
that if Q contains the closed hemi-sphere x,, z 0, then every function in 
E,(Q) has a representation of the form (2.9) with II/ in C” (even real- 
analytic), aslong as we avoid + A= g + k, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . In fact we can find 
the representation rather easily from the values f(0, u), u E S”- ‘, along the 
equator. Indeed, if we had f(x) =js,,+’ (x0 + ix’ Au)‘-0 Ii/(u) du holding for 
x,, > 0 we would have 
f(o U)=ew2Ni.-d > i .~“~, (v~u-ii~)~~“Il/(u)du (2.10) 
in the notation of Gelfand and Shilov [GS] (the integral is regularized by 
analytic continuation in A from the region Re 1. > (r - 1 where it is 
absolutely convergent). Conversely, if we can solve (2.10) for II/ then (2.9) 
will represent ,f in x0 > 0. But the integral transform (2.10) has been exten- 
sively studied (for example, it essentially realizes the Fourier transform in 
iw” of functions homogeneous of degree -2 - 0 - 1 ), and can be explicitly 
diagonalized by taking spherical harmonic expansions of II/ and f on S” - ‘. 
If tj = C,“=O tji is the spherical harmonic expansion of J/ then f(o, u) = 
C b(l, k) t,bj, where 
NJ, j) =
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(see [SS] or [SW]). Since b(l, j)-j- .- ’ I/’ this is a pseudo-differential 
operator of order -I - $. Furthermore, if + A# (T + k, k = 0, 1,2, . . . . then it 
is invertible, in fact by a multiple of the same transformation with h 
replaced by -A - 1. 
Now if j’ is an eigenfunction in a neighborhood of the closed hemisphere 
x0 B 0 then f(o, v) is C” and so the inversion of (2.10) produces a C” II/ 
which gives the representation (2.9) in x,>O. Notice that the two values 
5 A give distinct representations. For the forbidden values k A = (5 + k we 
can no longer invert (2.10). Indeed, for A = (T + k, it is clear that only 
spherical harmonics can be represented in the form (2.9). For - 1” = (r + k 
the situation is better, in fact one can invert by a pseudo-differential 
operator except for a finite-dimensional space (the spherical harmonics of 
degree j for j< k with j and k having opposite parity). 
We consider next the behavior of ~j,~f(x) as a function of A. We will 
show that it is an entire function of exponential type. To state the estimates 
precisely we fix the compact set K and define R(x) = sup{ d(x, y) : y E K). 
THEOREM 2.3. Let f E 9(K). Then for any x with -x $ K, the function 
i -+ Pj. f(x) is an even entire function and satisfies the estimates 
IPif(x)l <c,(l + lA1)--NeR(x)‘lm’l (2.11) 
for every N, where the constants c, may be taken uniform on compact sets 
not containing antipodal points of K. 
Proqf. For simplicity of notation we take x = (1, 0, . . . 0) and write 
F(t) = jsn-, f(cos t, (sin t) v) dv. Note that F is even and in g( [ -R(x), 
R(x)]) and we have 
9y, f(x) = JR”’ (PA,(t) F(t)(sin t)np’ dt. (2.12) 
Now suppose first hat n is odd. Then substituting (2.2) in (2.12) and 
integrating by parts we obtain 
cos ;It G(t) dt (2.13) 
for G(t) = [(d/at) (l/sin t))” (F(t)(sin t)“-I), the point being that G(t) 
remains C” even at t = 0. The estimates (2.11) then follow from the Paley- 
Wiener theorem on the line, except for the apparent poles at A= &k. 
However, by taking the appropriate regularization for (2.3) at I = +k, 
k = 0, 1, . . . . 0 - 1, we see that 4 f(x) is in fact entire. The uniformity of the 
estimates simply reflects the fact that the constants in (2.11) are given in 
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terms of R(x) and bounds of derivatives of F, and these can be estimated 
uniformly as long as we stay away from antipodal points of K. 
Next suppose n is even. Using (2.3) in place of (2.2) we find 
%f(x)=c, [yjjr ( 2(k+;)2)]-’ 
s 
R(x) 





is again an even C” function. Now we use the well-known identity 
J5 f 





for Legendre functions [L, p. 1741 and interchange the order of integration 
to obtain 
J R(s’ PA- 1,2(cos t)G(t) sin t dt =f jR’“’ cos ,lsG,(s) ds, 
0 
where 
G(t) sin t 
G,(s) = jsRcx’ Jx dt. 
To see that G, is C” we note that since G(t) is even, and ((l/sin t)(a/8t))k 
G(t) is C” for any k, so integration by parts yields G,(s) = ck f:(x) 
(cos s - cos t)k - 1’2 sin t ((l/sin t)(13/&))~ G(t) dt, which by inspection is 
Ck ~ ‘. Thus we can complete the proof as before. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let f E a’(K). Then for any x with -x 4 K, the function 
;1+ 9) f(x) is an even entire function and satisfies an estimate 
[L?+f(x)l <c( + IAl)” eR(x)‘*mA’ (2.16) 
for some N, where the constants c and N may be taken uniform on compact 
sets not containing antipodal points of K. 
Proof: We use the same arguments, the only difference being that 
we need to observe that G(t) is now a distribution supported on 
c - W), W)l. Q.E.D. 
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3. THE INVERSION FORMULA 
The inversion formula will follow from the usual spherical harmonic 
expansion and the following well-known fact: 
LEMMA 3.1, Let A(A) be an entire function satisfying 
IA(n)l <c,(l + (ll)-NerllmL’ (3.1) 
for all N, where r -C 2~ Then 
A(A)dl== f A(k)= f A 
k= -m k= --m 
(3.2) 
where r denotes the real axis or more generally any contour for which the 
Fourier inversion formula for 9 holds. 
Proof By the Paiey-Wiener theorem, 2E9([-r, r]), so 
Cp= em A(2zk) = R(O) = (l/271). f,- A(1) d1. Then (3.2) is just the Poisson 
summation formula. Q.E.D. 
Now the Plancherel measure h(l) d2 will be given explicitly as follows. 
When n is odd. 
1 a-l 
h(l)= (2x)“+’ yn k=O 
fl @‘-k’), (3.3) 
and when n is even 
h(~)=(2n)“+“Zy. k=O 
’ Otl/2 (A2-(k+f)‘) h*(n), (3.4) 
where 
h,(n) =; j; s ds. (35) 
We note that h,(1) may be expressed in terms of the di-gamma function 
1+9(x) = Y(x)/T(x) as h,(x) = 1 - ((cos nA)/7r)(y5(A/2 + 2) - $(A/2 + $)). This 
representation may be used to show lim,,, hi(I)= 1, but it will not be 
used here. The only properties of h,(n) we will use are that it is an odd 
entire function satisfying 
IhI d c llzl enllm ‘I (3.6) 
and h,(k + a) = 1 for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . (this is familiar from the Dirichlet ker- 
nel). 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let Sk([w”+‘) denote the space of spherical harmonics of 
degree k in [WI’+ ‘. Then 
h(a+k)=fw,‘dim~~([W”+‘), for k=O, 1, 2, . . . . (3.7) 
Proof: It is well known [SW] that dimX~(R”+‘)= (“;“)-(n:k;2), 
the difference of the dimensions of the spaces of homogeneous polynomials 
of degrees k and k-2 in RR+‘. If we set A = r7 + k this becomes 
n odd dim Xk(Rn+‘)= 
n even. 
Comparing with (3.3) and (3.4) we obtain (3.7) after a routine calculation 
of the constant. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let f he a C” function with support in K, and let x be any 
point not antipodal toK (-x4 K). Then 
f(x)= jr@./(x) h(i)d%=2 Jo= sf(x) h(l)dl (3.8) 
for any contour as in Lemma 3.1. 
ProoJ: We apply Lemma 3.1 to the function A(I.)=PA f(x) h(A). It 
follows from Theorem 2.3 and (3.6) when n is even that A(A) satisfies the 
hypotheses of Lemma 3.1. When n is odd we use 1,. A(I) dA = Cka_ loo A(k) 
and when n is even we use ir A(1) dA = Cp= --3c A(k + t). In the odd case it 
follows from (3.3) that h(k) = 0 for k = 0, 1, . . . cr - 1, while from (3.4) it 
follows that h(k + 4) 7 0 for k = 0, 1, . . . . c-f. Since h is even it follows 
that ~rA(A)dA=2C~=oA(~+ k) in either case. But f(x)= 
CpZo (dim Zk( KY+ ’ )/w,,) P0+ k f(x) is just the spherical harmonic expan- 
sion of J Q.E.D. 
Remark. We sketch an alternate proof in the odd dimensional case. 
Take x = (1, 0, . . . . 0). From (2.13) and the Fourier inversion formula for R 
we obtain 
s ??‘Af(x)h(A)dl=y;~lQ;’ u (F(t)(sin t)“-‘) . I- t=0 
But all terms in the Leibniz expansion of the derivative will vanish at t = 0 
except the one in which all derivatives fall on the sin t factors, so ((d/i%) 
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(l/sin t))” (F(t)(sin t)“-‘) ),=o=ynF(0). Since F(O)=w+,f(l, 0, . . . . 0) the 
result follows. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let K and f2 he properly positioned. Then for any 
f E C(K), (3.8) holds as an identity between distributions on S2, i.e., 
%f(x) $(x1 dx h(l) d’ for all $ E g(Q). (3.9) 
Proof By definition YAf(x) = (f, cp,(d(x, .))) and so Jn PA!,f(x) 
Ii/(x) dx = (J PA+) after a standard argument to interchange the integral 
and the distribution f: Now Theorem 2.3 gives the rapid decrease of 
P$I+!I, and the same is true of all derivatives because we have the same 
estimates for &L??~‘, = ~~j.ll/ for any j. Thus ( f, Pi.+ ) is rapidly decreasing 
and we have jr (fn gAP,f(x) Ii/(x) dx) h(l) d,? =J,- (f, Yi$) h(i) dA = 
(f, jr$.$h(I.) dil) and fr$,$(x) h(A) dA = $(x) for XE K by Theorem 3.3. 
Q.E.D. 
The form of the inversion formula (3.8) is analogous to the hyperbolic 
Fourier inversion formula as in Takahashi [T, p. 3341. The factor h,(A) 
plays the role of tanh nA in the hyperbolic ase, and indeed the connection 
is brought out clearly in the identity 
tanhni.=i ___ I 
m sin Rs 
271 --oo sinh s/2 
ds. 
It is also possible to cast the inversion formula in a form analogous to 
the inversion formula of Helgason [H] for hyperbolic space and Sherman 
[S] for the sphere, by using the expression (1.4) for the zonal functions. 
For this we must restrict toa hemisphere. 
Fix a point z, and let f be supported in the hemisphere {x: x . z > O}. We 
can define a Fourier transform 
FJ-(i,u)=/f(x)(x.z+ix.u)~(T~idx (3.10) 
for UEZ~ and AEC. Then combining (1.4) and (3.8) we obtain 
f(x)=jr JzL Ef(A, u)(x.z+ix.u)-“+“du h(l)dA. (3.11) 
Note, however, that the order of integration in (3.11) is significant, since 
we do not have decay in A for the integrand before doing the u integration. 
Next we consider the uniqueness of the expansion (3.8). Suppose we are 
given an even function A +fJx) such that f;(x) E E,(B) for each A. If we 
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form f(x) =sEm fn(x)h(l) dl, under what conditions do we obtain a 
function supported on K with 9$. f = f). ? Clearly we are going to need fi to 
satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2.3, but there is another necessary con- 
dition as well. Let &$(a) denote the space of restrictions to Q of spherical 
harmonics of degree k, so Xk(Q) c E,+,(Q). It is clear from (2.1) that 
PO+kf~ Sk(Q), so this is also a necessary condition on fA. When n is odd 
and K is a ball, we can show that these conditions are also sufficient. We 
denote the open ball {x : d(x, z) < Y> by B,(z) and the closed ball by B,(z). 
THEOREM 3.5. Let n be odd. Fix r < 42, and let K= B,(z) and U= B,,(z) 
for some r, satisfying rQ r1 < 7c - r. Let A--) f>.(x) be given with 
fi(x) E E,(U) for each AE C, and f,+,Jx) E &(U) for k= 0, 1,2, . . . and 
such that fA(x) is an even entire function in 1 for each x E U. Zf fi(x) satisfies 
estimates 
Ifi( <cN(l + l~l)~Necr+d(x,z))l*m’l (3.12) 
for each x E U and all N > 0, then the function 
f(x)=lm fi.(x)W)dA XEU 
-00 
= 0, x$U 
is a C” function with support in K and yA f = fj. in U. 
Proof For simplicity of notation let z = (LO, . . . 0) and write fA(x) = 
fn(cos t, sin tu) for u E S”- ’ and 1 tl < r, , and take a spherical harmonic 
expansion in u. Choose an orthonormal basis YkO(u), Ykl(u), . . for the 
spherical harmonics of degree k on S”-‘. Then we can write fA(x)= 
ZfJ.,k,j(X)? where fA,Jcos t, sintu) = FA,k,j(t) Y,Ju) and FA,,,j(t) = 
Jsn-l fJcos t, sin tu) Ykj(u) du. Since each fA+, is obtained from fA by 
averaging over rotations that fix z, it follows easily that fl,k,j satisfies the 
same hypotheses as fi, The estimates (3.12) for N large allow us to define 
fk,i(x) = J”* fl,k,j(x) h(i) dA XEU 
-m 
= 0, x4 u, 
but it is not clear that fk, j is C” with compact support in K. In fact, at first 
glance the estimates (3.12) do not look very promising, because they 
deteriorate as x moves away from z. What saves the argument is a com- 
bination of the form of fA, k,j and the fact hat it is in E,(U), which together 
determine fA,k, iup to a function of A. 
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For clarity of exposition we study first he case k = 0. Then by Lemma 
2.1 we know that fn,O,O(cos t,sin tu) = Fe,,,(A) cpA(t) for some function 
FoJA). By setting t= 0 and using q,(O) = 1 we see that FOJlz) is entire and 
satisfies 
for every N by (3.12). Thus PO,, is C” with support in C-r, r]. But now 
~o,o(X) = Irnfj..,o,o(X) h(l) dl-cc 
which is C” and supported in K. But we also know that 9Af,,0(cos t, 
sin tu) = go,o(l) cpJth where go,, satisfies the same estimates as Fo,o, and 
since fo,o = j?“a, 9A?,fo,o(x) h(l) dA we conclude (-(l/sin t)(a/at))” (F,,,(t) -
go,o(t)) = 0. But the solution space of ( - (l/sin t)(a/at))” +(I) = 0 is easily 
seen to be spanned by the functions Ii/(t) = cos kt for 0 <k < (r, and so con- 
tains no functions of compact support, so we may conclude flo,o =bo,o 
hence q fo, o= A, o,. 
Now we want to use essentially the same argument to show 
e. fk,j = fA,k,j for every k, j. We need the analogue of Lemma 2.1 and the 
computation (2.2). We omit the details (essentially the same computation 
in the case of hyperbolic space is given in Vilenkin [V, pp. 5245251). The 
result is that 
fA,k, j(cos t, sin tu) 
= Fk,j(l) [(sin t)“ (A i)“‘” cos A,] h(l)-’ Y,,j(u) (3.13) 
for some function Fk,j(jl). Now we have to work a little harder to deduce 
the properties of Fk, j(A), since if we try setting t= 0, (3.13) reduces to 0 = 0. 
The point is that the function (~~,~(f) = (sin t)k (-(l/sin t)(8/at))“” cos At 
behaves like a multiple of tk near t = 0, so we want to evaluate at a point 
near t = 0, depending on 1. Note that (a/at)j qk,l(f) I,=0 = 0 for j < k while 
(a/at)” (Pk,l(t) IrzO = Q(A), where Q is a polynomial of degree 2(a + k) with 
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non-zero leading coefficient, in fact Q ,+,(l)=c,n;+,k-’ (A’-k2). On the 
other hand, we can bound (d/at)“+’ qk,n(t) by another pOlynOmia1 R(l) 
uniformly for I tl < 7c/2. By elementary mean value theorem estimates it 
follows that if we choose a 2 1 large enough we will have Iv~,~(A-“)~-’ < 
c( 1 + IAl)” for some b. Thus the estimates (3.12) for x= (cos t, sin tu) for 
t=k” and u such that Yk,,(u)#O yield IFk,,(n)l <c,(l + Ii()-Ner’rmi.l for 
large 2. For the estimate for small A we have to verify that R’k,j(l) does not 
have poles, which could arise from vanishing in t of the function (sin t)” 
(-(l/sin t)(a/at)y+k cosAr h(A) ‘. But we have seen from the com- 
putation of the leading term in the Taylor expansion about t=O that this 
occurs exactly at 2 1= 5, 0 + 1, 5 + 2, . . . 5 + k - 1, and that the zeroes are 
simple. But now we use the hypothesis that f,, , E x( U), which easily 
implies f, + ,,k,j = 0 if i < k. Thus Fk,,(A) near % = 5 + i for i < k is expressed 
as the ratio of analytic functions with simple zeroes, hence does not have a 
pole. 
Now we have 
h, i(X) = -xz h.,k, jcx) h(‘) dA 
= (sin t)k [e&$J+kFk,j(t) yk.j(u) 
and it follows as before that fk,, has support in K and PA fk,j= fi,k,j. 
So far we have fA =&j fi,k, j with rapid convergence because fj, is 
smooth, and we have just shown fi,k,j=$ fk,j so fA = xk,j .C?A f+. We do 
not know a priori that f  is smooth, but from the estimates (3.12) It follows 
that it is bounded, hence L2, and it follows that xk,j fk+j converges to f  at 
least in L2. Since PI. is certainly a bounded operator on L2 we have 
xk,J fl fk,j = &?,f, which PrOVeS 8, f  = f ; . .  
Because fi E E,( U), we have ANf, =pNfA for any N 2 0, and again the 
estimates (3.12) imply that ANf is bounded hence L2 on U, hence the usual 
Sobolev inequalities imply that f  is C” on U. Thus the spherical harmonic 
expansion f  = Ck,, fk, j converges rapidly, and since each fk, jhas support in 
K, so does J (In the case rl = r we have to be a little bit careful since 
K= U. We have to first argue that f  is C” up to the boundary of K by 
Sobolev’s inequalities, and then that the vanishing of fk,j to infinite order 
on the boundary implies the same for f ,  hence the extension off to be zero 
outside U produces a C” function.) Q.E.D. 
In order to establish the analogous result for distributions, we first have 
to decide how to give meaning to the integral JoOm fi(x) h(l) dA when fA(x) 
is only assumed to satisfy an estimate of the form (2.16). It turns out that 
there is an especially simple way to do this, based on the identity 
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pk JfA(x) e(x) dx = J (dkfi(x)) t,b(x) dx = Jfi,(x) dkrl/(x) d  for any test 
function $ with compact support in U. If we assume 
If;(x)\ < c(l + Inl)N ,(r+d(-r,;)) lImi’ (3.14) 
for XE U, then by taking k sufficiently large we obtain the estimate 
fJx) Ii/(x) dx dc ll~klC,ll~ (1 + 14 -2k+N) (3.15) 
for real ;C which makes 
a convergent integral. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let n be odd. Under the same hypotheses of Theorem 
3.5 except r, > r and with (3.14) replacing (3.12), we may conclude that the 
distribution f given by 
m=jl”, (j ) f;.(x) Ii/(x) d  h(x) dl 
has support K, and ??A f = fi in U. 
Proof. We regularize by multiplying f?.(x) by m,(A), where lj2, has sup- 
port in C-E, E] and tiE + 6 as E -+O. Then m,(A) f>,(x) satisfies the 
hypotheses of the previous theorem with r replaced by r + E (which is <rl 
for E small enough). Therefore f,(x) = J m,(A) fA(x) h(l) d2 is a C” function 
with support in (x : d(x, z) < r + E} and PA f, = m,(A) fA(x). Now 
J f,(x) e(x) dx = J (J fA(x) Ii/(x) dx) m,(A) h(A) dA because the double 
integral is absolutely convergent, and then we may apply the dominated 
convergence theorem to obtain 
(3.16) 
so f, + f weakly as distributions. This implies that the support of f is K. 
To compute PA f we take a test function I+!I supported in U and use 
(PA f, $) = (f, PA $), which is immediate from the convolution form of 
P),. If Ic/, is a cut-off function equal to one on a neighborhood of K but sup- 
ported in U, we have (f, %$> = <.L II/,%$)=h,+,(f,, $,%$> = 
lim,~,<~~ %$II/=~ime4,(%ff,~ $> = lim,,,m(~)<fA, II/> = (fA, II/> 
showing PA f = fA on U. Q.E.D. 
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4. IRREDUCIBILITY 
In this section we consider an arbitrary connected open set Q in s” not 
equal to the whole sphere, for any IZ > 2. We investigate the irreducibility of 
E,(Q), and we exclude the values of p for which &- A= cr + k, k = 0, 1,2, . . . . 
for which there exist finite-dimensional spaces of spherical harmonics in 
E,(fJ). 
There are two kinds of simple subspaces of E,(Q) that we will need. The 
first, which we denote P,(Q), is the linear span of the functions 
x + cp,(d(x, y)) for y any point for which -y $ ~2. To describe the second 
we need to generalize the construction of 9,. Fix a point y, which for sim- 
plicity of notation we take to be (1, 0, . . . 0). In spherical coordinates about 
y we can write an arbitrary function f(cos t, sin tu) for u E Y-i. The 
function cp,(d(x, y)) was characterized by being the unique (up to a con- 
stant multiple) eigenfunction of the Laplacian that is independent of U. For 
the generalization we want eigenfunctions of the form 
f(cos t, sin tu) = cp( t) J+(U), (4.1 
where h, is a spherical harmonic of degree k on S”- ‘. Now the eigen 
function equation is 
q”(t) + (n - 1) cot t#(t) - k(n - 2 - k)(sin t))2 cp = pq. (4.2) 
This equation has a regular singular point at t = 0 with roots of the indicial 
equation equal to k and 2 -n -k, and so has a one-dimensional space of 
solutions regular at t = 0 which remain regular up to the first singularity of 
the coefficients a  t = rc. Of course the solutions can be found explicitly, and 
can be given by the integral 
s s”-, (cost+isintu~o)- “+“hk(~)du=~(t)hk(u) (4.3) 
for 0 < t d n/2. We write EL(y) for the linear span of all such functions. 
There are two intrinsic characterizations ofEL(y). The first is that they 
are the “K-finite” igenfunctions. Recall that G, was the isotropy subgroup 
of the point y and 4 its Lie algebra (G, is the “A?‘). The functions in EL(y) 
generate finite-dimensional spaces invariant under the action of vector 
fields in 4, and this characterizes them among eigenfunctions defined in a 
neighborhood of y. For the second characterization we observe that 
functions in E:(y) have polynomial growth singularities at -y (this follows 
either from the theory of regular singular points or from the explicit 
representation) and hence can be regarded as distributions on S” with the 
property that (A - pZ)f is a distribution with support { -y}. Note that the 
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passage from function f to distribution f is not unambiguous, since we can 
always add a distribution with support { -y}, but the correspondence in 
the other direction is well-defined. Therefore E:(y) is the subspace of 
E,W’\{-YH h c aracterized either by the polynomial “pole” singularity at 
-y or by the extendability oa distribution with supp( (A - ~1)f) = ( -y >. 
Now the key technical point we need to establish is the density of EO,(CJ) 
in E,(Q) in the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets. We 
need a preliminary lemma showing that E:(y) is also dense in certain 
special domains. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let 52 be a geodesic ball about y of rpdius < rc. Then Ei( y) 
is dense in E,(Q) in the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets. 
ProoJ For simplicity of notation take y = (1, 0, . . . . 0) and for any 
fe E,(Q) write f(cos t, sin tu) = CpzOfk(t, u), the spherical harmonic 
expansion in u for each fixed t. It is easy to see that fk(t, U) E Ek( y) and the 
partial sums C[=Ofk(t, U) approximate f as N+ cc uniformly on compact 
subsets. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let Q c S” be a proper open connected set, and assume 
f I # o + k, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . Then F,(Q) is dense in E,(Q) in the topology of 
uniform convergence on compact subsets. 
Proof. We need the double layer potential representation for eigen- 
functions. Let r be a smooth hypersurface bounding an open set U. Then 
Green’s identity is 
for the appropriate normal derivative. Take f E E,(Q), where 0~ s2 and 
g(x) = cp,(d(x, -z)) for z E U, to obtain 
41)f(~l=jrfb) $ CpAdk--z)) 
x 
-g (xl cp,(d(x, -1) dx. 
x 
(4.4) 
Our restriction 1 implies a(A) # 0 so we have f expressed as an integral. 
But we can approximate the integral by a sum and the derivative by a dif- 
ference quotient, and so approximate f uniformly on compact subsets of U 
by linear combinations of x + cp,(d(x,.y)) as -y varies over r. These 
functions are not in P,(G), however, because the points in r lie in Sz. The 
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idea is to take I- close to the boundary of Sz, and then to use the first part 
of the proof to move the singularity across the border. 
Let K E B be a fixed compact set, and let E denote the distance from K to 
the boundary of a. Then choose r and U as before so that K E U and the 
distance from r to the boundary of D is <s/3. For each point y E r choose 
a point ~$52 such that d(y, z) < s/3, and let Sz, denote the ball of radius 
rr --s/2 about -z. Then 52, contains K but not y, so that cp,(d(x, -y)) is in 
E,(SZ, ), and so can be approximated uniformly on K by functions in 
Eb( -z). Finally, we use the double layer potential formula on the ball of 
radius rc - E’ about -z to approximate the functions in E:( -z) uniformly 
on K by functions cp,(d(x, -w)), where d(w, z)=E’. By taking E’ small 
enough this implies w#Q, and so cp,(d(x, -w)) belongs to P,(Q). Combin- 
ing the three approximation steps we have the density of q,(sZ) in E,(Q). 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.3. Under the hypotheses of the previous lemma, let 
T: E,(Q) -+ E,(Q) be continuous inthe topology of uniform convergence on 
compact sets, and assume T intertwines therepresentation of so(n + 1). Sup- 
pose also that the complement of Q is connected and Sz is not symmetric with 
respect o the antipodal map. Then T is a multiple ofthe identity. 
Proof. By the previous lemma it suffices to show that T is a multiple of 
the identity on E:(B), i.e., Tqn(d(x, y)) = ccp,(d(x, y)) for all y with 
-y# Sz. Now the linear span of cp,(d(x, y)) and cp,(d(x, -y)) is charac- 
terized among eigenfunctions by being annihilated by operators in 4. If 
yes2 then we can eliminate Cp,(d(x, -y)) because it is singular at y hence 
not in E,,(Q). Because T intertwines the representation we must have 
T~,(d(X,Y))=C,(Y)~,(d(x,Y))+c,(Y)~,(d(x,-Y)) (4.5) 
with c2( y) = 0 if y E 0. Now if L is any operator in so(n + 1) we write L, 
and L, for the operator applied to the x and y variables. Of course we have 
Lf(d(x, Y)) = -L,f(d(x, Y)) and Lf(d(x, -Y)) = -&f(d(x, -Y)). Now 
L,Tq,(d(x, y)) = TL,cp,(d(x, y)) by the intertwining property and 
L,. Tql(d(x, y)) = TL,ql(d(x, y)) by the continuity of T (the difference 
quotients for LYcpj,(d(x, y))converge uniformly on compact sets). Thus if 
we apply L, and -L,, to the left side of (4.5) we obtain the same function, 
hence 
UC,(Y) cp,(d(x, Y)) + CAY) cp,(d(x, -Y))) 
= -L,(c,(Y) vl(d(x, Y)) + CZ(Y) cp,(d(x, -Y))) 
from which we obtain (L,c,(y)) cp,(d(x, Y)) + (L,cAy)) cpA(d(x, -Y)) = 0, 
and since q,(d(x, y)) and cp,(d(x, -y)) are clearly linearly independent we 
conclude that c,(y) and c2( y) are in fact locally constant and hence con- 
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stant because the complement of s2 is connected. Since we already know 
that cZ(y) vanishes for some points, because !3 is not symmetric with 
respect o antipodal reflection, we have c2( y) = 0. Q.E.D. 
If Sz is symmetric with respect o antipodal reflection, then clearly E,(Q) 
splits into a direct sum of even and odd functions E,(Q) = E,‘(Q) @ E;(Q) 
and the theorem continues to hold for E:(Q), assuming still that the com- 
plement of 52 is connected. If the complement of Sz is not connected then 
we have more problems. The simplest situation to analyze is the case of an 
annular region, a = {x : a < d(x, y) < b}. Then E,(Q) = E,,(SZ,) 0 E,,(B,), 
where SZ,={x:d(x,y)<b} and 52,=(x:a<d(x,y)}={x:d(x,-y)< 
71 --a} and the projections onto the factors can be written in terms of 
double layer potentials. 
The theorem establishes only a weak form of irreducibility, he validity 
of Schur’s lemma. There are many well-known examples of representations 
for which Schur’s lemma holds and yet subspace irreducibility fails, essen- 
tially because non-trivial invariant subspaces exist but do not have com- 
plements. It seems unlikely that this is the case here, but we can only prove 
it in a special case. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let 52 be a geodesic ball of radius <n: and assume 
+ ;i # CT + k, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . Then E,(Q) has no non-trivial invariant subspaces 
closed in the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets. 
Proof. For simplicity take the center of the ball to be y = (LO, . . . 0). 
Suppose V is a non-empty closed invariant subspace of E,(Q). Because it is 
closed and invariant under FV it follows that it is closed under the action of 
G, = SO(n). From the theory of representations of SO(n) and the proof of 
Lemma 4.1 we may conclude that V is the closure of the span of spaces V, 
of functions of the form f(cos t, sin tu) = q(t) hk(u), where hk is a spherical 
harmonic of degree k and cp satisfies (4.2), as k varies over a subset A of the 
natural numbers. Since V is non-empty, A is non-empty, and to complete 
the proof we need to show that this implies A is the entire set of natural 
numbers. Clearly we can do this if we can show k E A implies k + 1 E A and 
(if k # 0) k - 1 E A. This argument requires that we use the invariance of V 
under operators in so(n + 1) that are not in y,,. 
Now so(n + 1) contains the operators L, given by x,(8/8x,) -xj(a/ax,) 
on the ambient Euclidean space. To compute this operator on f(cos t, 
sint tu) = p(t) hk(u) we extend hk to be homogeneous of degree k on R” 
and f to be homogeneous of degree zero on R”+ ‘, so that f(x,, x’) = 
cp(cos ~‘(x0/ 1x1)) (x’l-’ hk(x’). A simple computation then shows 
Lojf(COS t, Sin tU)= (p’(t)-k Cot tcp(t)) hk+ L(u) 
+ Cot tdt) h,- l(U), (4.6) 
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where h k+ i(x)) = xjhk(x’) and h, i(x’) = (a/ax,) h,Jx’) (in general h, + , is 
not a spherical harmonic). 
Now suppose k E A. Choose hk(x’) = (x, + i~,)~. Then L,, f and L,,f 
are in P’, hence so is (L,, + iLo2)f But by (4.6) this tells us that (q’(t) - k 
cot tcp(t)) h,, ,(u)E V for h,+,(x’)= (x, +i~~)~+‘, which implies k+ 1 EA 
unless p’(t) - k cot tcp(t) = 0. But this differential equation is satisfied only 
by multiples of (sin t)k, and substituting in(4.2) we find ,LJ = -k(n - 1 + k), 
which is exactly the value prohibited by our restriction p. 
Next we show k - 1 E A if k #O. To do this we use the fact that 
(L,, - iLoz)f~ V for the same choice of h,. Now (4.6) tells us that (q’(r) -
kcotttp(t))h,+,(u)+2kcotrqo(r)hkp,(u)E V, where now hk+I(x)= 
(x: + x:)(x, + ix,)k ~’ and h kP,(~)=(~l+i~z)k- I. In this case h,,, is not 
a spherical harmonic. However, we easily compute that i;, +i(x) = 
hk+,(x)-(2k/(2k+n-2)) lxlZhk ,( x is a spherical harmonic of degree 1 
k + 1 so that (q’(r) - k cot tcp(t)) i;, +i(u) E V, and subtracting we find 
2k:;e2 (cp’(f)-kcotw(t)) +2kcotMf))h,-,(u)E K > 
which implies k - 1 E A unless q’(t) + (k + n - 2) cot tcp( t) = 0. But the only 
solutions of this differential equation are multiples of (sin t)*- n-k, which 
are singular at t = 0. Q.E.D. 
Remarks. (1) As a corollary of the proof we can show that the results 
of Theorem 4.3-the Schur lemma irreducibility-continue to hold for the 
forbidden values of p for L2 a geodesic ball. Indeed if p corresponds to 
I = g + k, and T is any intertwining operator, we need only examine the 
behavior of T on the space Vk+ ,. By Schur’s lemma for Vk+ l as a 
representation of X?(n) we know T= cl on vk+, . The argument in the 
proof of the theorem then shows T= cl on all Vi, the point being that we 
never encounter the obstruction in going from k to k + 1. We conjecture 
that Theorem 4.3 holds in general without the restriction on I*, and 
Theorem 4.4 holds for all Sz that satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 4.3. 
(2) Along with irreducibility, there is the natural question of 
inequivalence. Can there be a non-zero intertwining operator 
T: E,(Q) + EJS2) for p #II’? The answer is easily seen to be negative, 
because A = xj<k Lfk, so if f E E,(Q) then TAf = ATf by the intertwining 
property hence ATf = T(pf) =pTf so p=p’. 
(3) More generally we may ask for intertwining operators 
T : E,(Q) -+ E,(Q,) for 8, E Sz. To prove all such operators are multiples 
of the restriction map we need the following hypothesis on LJ and n,: they 
must both be connected open sets, the complement of L2, must be connec- 
ted, and there must be at least one point y E 52, with -y # !Z. 
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(4) Analogous results hold for Euclidean and hyperbolic geometry, 
at least for bounded domains. In these cases there is no analogue of the 
antipodal map so no assumptions on bounded 52 other than connectedness, 
and connectedness of the complement, need to be made. In place of Lemma 
4.1 we need the density of the C?$ finite functions on an annular region 
{x : a < d(x, y) < b} about y. This is easily proved by taking partial sums of 
the spherical harmonic expansion of the eigenfunction in polar coordinates 
about y. These functions have singularities at most at the point y. The rest 
of the argument is pretty much the same. One uses the explicit fundamental 
solutions to (d - pZ) Il/j.(d(x, y)) = 6) in the double layer potential formula. 
The boundedness of the domain is needed in the argument shifting the 
singularity from a point y near the boundary of Q to a point z outside Q. 
For this we need to find an annular region about z containing 52, and then 
use the double layer potential formula on the boundary of this annular 
region. One point at which the proof is different is that once we have 
established TeA(d(x, y)) = c, q,(d(x, y)) + c,$,(d(x, y)) for y $52 we cannot 
argue immediately that c, = 0. Instead we observe that since (d - pZ) qon = 0 
we can always add a multiple of qL to rji in forming the double layer 
potential; in other words 
f(Y)=S,f(\-) $ (ti?.(d(x5 Y)) + cVi(d(x2 Y))) 
1: 
-g (x)(ll/j.(d(x3 Y)) + ccPi(d(x3 Y))) 
.Y 
for y E U for any c, for f~ E,,(Q) and i7 c 52. Take this identity with c = 0 
and apply T to obtain Tfy) = c2 f(y) by the same identity. 
5. OPERATORS 
It is natural to try to use the local harmonic analysis to diagonalize 
operators, and the two most natural classes of operators to consider are 
first the functions of the Laplacian, which should act as scalars on each E, 
space, and second the operators which commute with the Laplacian, which 
should act as operators on each E, space. Because we are dealing with 
functions of restricted support, we have to consider only operators that are 
well-behaved with respect to support. Suppose T: d’(P) + d?‘(S”) is a 
bounded linear operator. We say T has radius at most E if q(y) = 0 on 
B,+,(x) implies Tcp =0 on B,(x), for all r > 0, where B,(x) denotes the 
open ball of radius r about x. This immediately implies that T maps 
9( B,(x)) to S’( B,+,(x)). Thus if E -C 7c/2 and we choose r so that r < n/2 - E 
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then both the domain and range of T are available for local harmonic 
analysis, 
We begin with functions of the Laplacian. It is well known that the spec- 
tral theorem allows us to define g(d) for any reasonable function g defined 
on the spectrum of A, via spherical harmonic expansions. In our notation, 
g(A)f=c, f g(-2~k-~2)h(a+W%+,f, (5.1) 
k=O 
and we need only assume g has polynomial growth in order that g(d) 
define a bounded operator on B(Y) or 8’(Y). We showed in [St] that if 
G(A) is an even entire function satisfying a growth condition 
IG(L)l < c(1 + 121)” ee’im(‘)’ (5.2) 
and we set g(u2-A2)= G(A), then the operator g(A) has radius at most E. 
(In [St] we did not have the o2 term, but it is easy to see that this doesn’t 
matter, and from the conformal point of view it is quite natural CO].) We 
expect to be able to represent such operators as 
g(A)f= Jr;,, G(i) ~+‘~‘,fh(l) dA (5.3) 
on B I .mTpE(~) if f has support in B,(z). 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose G(i) is an entire function satisfying (5.2), and 
g(02 - ,I’) = G(I1). Zfg(A) is defined by (5.1) and E < n/2, then (5.3) holds on 
B fl r _ E(~) if f has support in B,(z), for any z and r < n/2 - E. 
Prooji We consider first he case G,(A) =cos it for 0 <t <E. Then 
U(X, t) =g,(A) f(x) is a solution of the wave equation a2u/at2 = Au - 02u 
with initial conditions u(x, 0) = f(x), au/&(x, 0) = 0. On the other hand, 
u(x, t) = Jrn COS it ~j, f(X) h(l) do 
~ cc 
gives another solution on the set {(x, t) : d(x, z) < rc- r- t}. By the uni- 
queness of the Cauchy problem for the wave equation and the finite 
propagation speed, it follows that u = u on this set. This establishes (5.3) for 
these special functions. But the general function can be represented G(A) = 
c j; G(t) cos At dt by the Paley-Wiener theorem on R’, and the result 
follows. Q.E.D. 
For applications to regularization, the following corollary of the proof is 
useful: 
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COROLLARY 5.2. Let G be as before, and suppose f restricted to B, + E(~) 
belongs to E,(B,+,(z)). Then g(d)f = G(&,)f on B,(z). 
Proof. For the special case G,(A) = cos tl. observe that cos tl, f(x) and 
g,(d)f both give solutions of the wave equation. The rest of the proof is 
the same. Q.E.D. 
Of course there is an alternate description of functions of the Laplacian 
as spherical convolution operators. These are operators of the form 
Tf(x)=l K(d(x,y))f(y)dy (5.4) 
.s” 
for K an even distribution on [ - 1, 1 J, and clearly T has radius at most E if 
the support of K is in C-E, E]. Suppose n is odd. If we start with one of the 
operators in the theorem and we set 
K(d(x, Y)) =Jm G(A) P>(d(x, Y)) h(l) dk (5.5) 
-x 
then by Theorem 3.5 we know the support of K is in [ -E, E], and we see 
that (5.4) holds. Conversely, if we start with (5.4) with the support of K in 
C--E, E], then we can find G(A) from 1 K(d(y, z)) cp,(d(x, y)) dy = 
G(k) cp,.(d(x, z))and by Theorem 3.4 we know that G(A) satisfies (5.2) and 
(5.5) holds. 
A third way to characterize these operators is by the property of com- 
muting with all rotations (or equivalently, all operators in so(n + 1)). It is 
obvious from (5.3) and (5.4) that these operators commute with rotations. 
We sketch a proof of the converse, that any operator commuting with 
rotations must be of the form (5.4). We do a preliminary regularization, 
composing the operator with (cl- A)-‘?’ for large enough N so that the 
image of 8(Y) under the operator is contained in C(S”). Then it makes 
sense to look at the functional f + Tf(z) for a fixed point z, which must be 
given by 
Tf(z) = j- L(z, y)f(y) dy 
.s” 
for a distribution L (actually a measure). Considering rotations R that fix z 
we find L(z, y) = L(z, Ry) hence L(z, y) = K(d(z, y)) for some distribution 
K. The commutation property then yields (5.4), and we can undo the 
regularization to get the same form for the original operator. 
Next we consider operators that commute with the Laplacian. Examples 
of such operators are the rotations, or the operators in so(n + l), and in an 
abstract sense these generate all operators commuting with the Laplacian, 
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although we will not pursue this point of view. Let us assume only 
T: &(s”) + a’(Y) (we will see that this can be improved) and that T has 
radius at most E. Suppose f is C” with support in B,(z) so that 
Tf E &‘(B,+,(z)) with r + E < n/2. Then it makes sense to compare the 
expansions 
Tf =I <9xTfh(;l)dil 
LEMMA 5.3. Let n he odd. Then T9$ f = 9) Tf on B,- r .E(~). 
ProoJ: We claim TL$ ,f E E,( B, _ , ~ E(t)). Indeed, because T commutes 
with A, (PI-A) TS$f=T(pZ-A)E?,f and (pZ-A)S$f=O on B,_,(z). 
Then T(pZ- A) Pf = 0 on B, r _ c(z) because T has radius at most E, so we 
have shown @Z-A) T9$ f =0 on Bxp._,(z). Also PC+,+ f E&(P) and T 
preserves Xj( Y). 
Now assume first that T is sufficiently regular so that T : C(Y) -+ C(F). 
Then we can commute T with the integral to obtain Tf = s TPl f h(A) dA, 
and Corollary 3.6 will imply T~j, f = 9). Tf on B,-, -&z) if we can establish 
the ‘required estimates for TY,J: But TPj. f (x) = j PA f(y) dv(y), where 
v = T*6, is a measure supported in B,(x), so the estimates for PP. f in 
Theorem 2.3 yield the necessary estimates to apply Corollary 3.6. 
For the general case we need to regularize T, so choose g,(A) to be a 
smooth approximate identity with g,(A) of radius at most 6 and set 
T6 = g,(A) Tgb(A). Since T must satisfy an a priori estimate I( TS, $)I d 
c II(Z-A)Nf IIm II(Z-A)N$If, for some N, it follows that 
Tb : C(Y) -+ C(P) and the radius of T, is at most E + 26. Since T6 clearly 
commutes with A, it follows by the above special case that PA T, f = TaPA f 
in B nPr-E+26(~). Butg,(A)gAf =G,(n)9Afin B,-,p,(z) by Corollary 5.2 
hence Tg,(A) PI f = Ga(l) TPi f in B,- r _ b PE(~) and again by Corollary 
5.2 we have Tag, f =gJA) Tg,(A) 9 f = Gs(2)* TPL f in Blr-r-b-2d(~). 
On the other hand, PiTa f = G,(J) Tg,(A) f and so we have 
G,(A)2 TiS$ f = Gs(l) PATg,(A)f: Now we let 6 +O. Then G,(J) -+ 1 and 
g,(A) f + f in C” hence Tg,(A) f -+ Tf in 8’. Since 9). is bounded on 6’ we 
obtain T9>. f = 9). Tf on B, ~ ,-Jz) in the limit. Q.E.D. 
Of course there is a converse statement as well: if T: 8(F) + &‘(S”) has 
radius at most E and satisfies TPA f = Pi Tf on B, ..r E(~) for every C-f 
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supported in B,(z), then TA = AT. Again there is a regularization 
argument, which we omit, and the computation TAf = l pTPi, fh(A) d,I =
S~~j,Tfh(~)d~=ATf f t 1 ns ocally, but then globally because every f can be 
written as a sum of locally supported functions. 
Now we have assumed only that T: 8(Y) + R(Y), but the com- 
mutation relation allows us to improve this to either T: &‘(S”) + a(Y) or 
T: E(F) -+ a’(F). This is a rather immediate consequence of Sobolev 
theory. Our original assumption means T: HN(S”) -+ HPN(S”) for suf- 
ficiently large N, and commutation with A yields T: HN+2k(S”) + 
HPN+2k(Sn) for k= 1, 2, . . . . which yields T: a(F) -&(S”), and the other 
conclusion follows by a duality argument. 
Now our lemma shows that the operators of the type we are interested in 
are essentially determined by their action on the E, spaces, which must be 
essentially preserved. Therefore we can expect the functions 
72(X, Y)’ TyPj.(d(x, Y)) (5.6) 
(by T, we mean T acting in the x variable), which are well-defined if 
d(x, y) < rt - E, should encode the operator T. On a formal level 
Tq.f(x)=T] V>(d(x,y))f(y)dy 
= s 7j.(x, Y)f(y) dy 
and by the lemma 
?m)= j= s. Tf(x) h(l) d;l 
- CCI 
a = s s 7j.(x,y)f(y)dyh(A)dA - x S” (5.7) 
or one may get the same result by applying T to the identity f(x)= 
f” 3c j- Cpi(d(x, v)) f (y) dy h(l) d,I. We can make this statement more precise. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let n be odd. There exists a one-to-one correspondence 
between operators commuting with the Laplacian of radius at most E and 
functions 7j.(X, y) defined for d(x, y) < z -E satisfying 
(i) for each fixed x, 7Jx, .)EE,(B,-,(x)) and 7,+Jx, .)E 
XK(B,_,(x)), k= 0; 1, 2, . . . . 
(ii) for each fixed y, ~J~,~)EE~(&-,(Y)) and 7,+d.,y)~ 
&AL,(y)), k=O, 1, 2, . ..> 
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(iii) the function /z + T~(x, y) is an even entire function for fixed x and 
y, and there exists C, N such that 
Iz,(x, y)j <c(l + ~~~)Necc+d(r~~V))~rm’~. (5.8) 
T determines T~(x, y) by (5.6), and z,(x, y) determines T by (5.7) for f sup- 
ported in B,(z) and x E B, _ I ~ E(z) for r < 7112 - E. 
Proof: Suppose we start with T,(x, y) satisfying (i), (ii), (iii), and 
attempt to define T via (5.7). The first question that arises is how to inter- 
pret the integral, since (5.8) does not provide decay in A as II + cc real. The 
point is that 
P [ T;.(X, Y)~(Y) dy= j (A.,aTi(X, y))f(y) dy= j T,(XtY) Af(y) dy 
and repeated use of this identity shows 
II Tj.(X, y)f(y)dy <c,(l +I~()~Ne’“+‘+d’“‘Z”“mi’ 
for any N, hence the iterated integral (5.7) converges. By Theorem 3.5 we 
know that T has radius at most E and PA Tf(x) = jsn TJX, y) f(y) dy. The 
fact that TAf = ATf follows from (i) and (ii) by the direct computation 
that both are equal to sYz p ss+, T~,(x, y) f(y) dy h(l) d;l. 
Conversely, suppose we start with T and define T,(x, y) via (5.6). Then 
(i) follows by direct differentiation and (ii) follows ince A, T,cp,(d(x, y)) = 
T,A,cp,(d(x, y)) and T has radius at most E. To establish (iii) we rewrite 
(5.6) as 
where we know T*d., is a distribution of fixed order (independent of x) and 
support in B,(x), so 
bib, Y)l6 C s I(z- A;)‘” cp,(d(z, Y))I dz B,W) 
G c 11 -PI/V 1,,,, Iv,(d(z, y))l dz 
and (5.8) follows by familiar estimates for cpj,. Then it is straightforward to
show T~j, f(X) = { T,(x, y) f(y) dy hence (5.7) holds by the lemma. This 
shows that the correspondence T -+(5.6) T +(5.8) T is the identity. 
Finally, we need to observe that the correspondence r +(5.8) T -+(5.6) T is 
the identity. In view of what we have established, this is equivalent to 
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showing that if T satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii) and (5.7) defines the zero 
operator then ri(x, y) = 0. But Theorem 3.5 shows that the vanishing of 
(5.7) implies jSn rj.(x, y)f(y) dy = 0 for each A, and letting f approach a 
d-function at each point we obtain rj,(X, y)s 0. Q.E.D. 
Of course we could also study operators commuting with the Laplacian 
via spherical harmonic expansions: obviously such operators are given by 
specifying Tk : Xk + Xk for each k. However, this appears to be more 
awkward than our approach, since there does not appear to be a good 
canonical description of the operators on 2”. 
We conclude this section with some suggestions for using the local har- 
monic analysis to define a calculus of pseudo-differential operators on the 
sphere. The idea of pseudo-differential operators is that harmonic analysis 
can be profitably used to represent operators that do not have any special 
group theoretic properties hence a priori do not deserve to be studied using 
harmonic analysis. Of course the usual calculus of pseudo-differential 
operators applies to any manifold-hence the sphere, but it is generally 
recognized that some refinements of the calculus that take into account the 
special characteristics of the particular manifold might yield superior 
results. Many such refinements have been suggested. Widom [W] has a 
calculus on any Riemannian manifold. Uribe [U] has a calculus for the 
sphere based on spherical harmonic expansions. But most interesting from 
our point of view is the calculus of Zelditch [Z] for the non-Euclidean 
hyperbolic plane based on non-Euclidean harmonic analysis. The calculus 
for the sphere we propose is the direct analogue of Zelditch’s. For this we 
need the full Fourier transform (3.10) and inversion formula (3.11). We 
combine them to get 
as long as x and K lie in the hemisphere ( y : z .y > 0). Clearly it is simplest 
to choose z = x, whence the formula becomes 
f(x)=J5 J J f(y)(x.y+iu.y)~“~i.h(y)dydud~. 
-a0 ‘1 K (5.9) 
To get a pseudo-differential operator we merely slip in an amplitude 
function and a cut-off unction to keep x and y in the same hemisphere. 
The amplitude function a(x, u, A) should be thought of as a function of ,I 
and (x, u), a point in the unit tangent bundle S(S”) (strictly speaking we 
should use the unit cotangent bundle, or co-sphere bundle, which may be 
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identified with ,S(,S”) via the Riemannian metric). The natural conditions to 
put on the amplitude should be 
lD(x. 2.4) (-g 4x, u, A)/ 6cW, D)(l + 14)mpk, (5.10) 
where D(x, U) stands for any differential operator on S(Sn), and we should 
probably require a(x, U, A) to be even in 1. The operator associated with 
a(x, U, 1) is then given by 
OP(Q)f(X) = J‘= j- j 4x9 u, A) X(4X, V))f(Y) 
cc Ad .s” 
.(x.y+iu.y)~"~"/z(~)dydud~, (5.11) 
where the cut-off unction x is C” and equal to 1 in a neighborhood of 0, 
and equal to zero for d(x, y) 2 r for some r( n/2. By modifying the 
arguments in Zelditch [Z] it should be possible to show that Op(a) is a 
pseudo-differential operator of order m, and to establish a calculus of com- 
positions and adjoints. 
As a final suggestion, we show how to modify (5.11) to obtain an 
analogue of the Weyl calculus (in Euclidean space this involves evaluating 
the amplitude at the point (x +,~)/2 rather than x). Let M(x, .Y) denote the 
geodesic midpoint of x and y, which is simply M(x, y) = (x + y)/(x + yI as 
long as x and y are not antipodal (the cut-off unction rules this out). We 
cannot simply evaluate a(M(x, y), U, n) because u E xl, not M(x, y) ‘. 
Instead we want to parallel transport the tangent vector u at x along the 
geodesic to M(x, y). A simple computation shows that this parallel trans- 
ported vector is 
wx, Y) . u 
“=U-l+M(x,L’).x (x + M(x, Y)). 
Thus our Weyl calculus operator is 
OPJU) f(x) = jz j j f(y) a(Wx, YL U>A) X(% Y)) 
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